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Minutes of the

Kaweah Subbasin Management Team Meeting
Wednesday
Kaweah

Delta Water

August

18, 2021— 9: 00 a. m.

Conservation

District—

via teleconference

Item 1. Call to Order

At approximately 9: 03 a. m. on August 18, 2021, at the Kaweah Delta Water Conservation
District, the Kaweah Subbasin Management Team Committee meeting was called to order via

teleconference by Mid- Kaweah GSA Manager Aaron Fukuda of the Greater Kaweah GSA.
Item 2. Roll Call

Manager Aaron Fukuda conducted roll call documenting the following:
Management Team Members and Alternates Present

Eric Osterling, Greater Kaweah GSA
Michael Hagman, East Kaweah GSA

Terry Peltzer, East Kaweah GSA
Tom Weddle, East Kaweah GSA
Mark Larsen, Greater Kaweah GSA
Trisha Whitfield,
Leslie Caviglia,

Mid- Kaweah GSA

Mid- Kaweah GSA

Don Mills, Greater Kaweah GSA
Aaron

Fukuda,

Mid- Kaweah

GSA

Management Team Members Absent

Denise England, Greater Kaweah GSA

Item 3. Public Comments
No public comment

was received.

Item 4. Approval of Minutes
Item 4a.

Review and Approval of previous meeting minutes.

Manager Fukuda presented the meeting minutes of the April 21, 2020 Kaweah
Subbasin Management Team Committee meeting. A motion was made by Mike

Hagman, seconded by Don Mills, and unanimously carried that the minutes be
approved.

Item 5. Prop 68 Planning and Implementation Grants

Manager Fukuda reported on the latest developments of the Prop 68 Planning and Implementation
Grants. The Sub- basin received a DWR Prop 68 Implementation Grant, with the help of Provost &
Pritchard. Projects and plans were emphasized with the focus on benefiting disadvantaged communities.
Five projects were selected: Okieville Recharge Basin, Lindsay Recharge Basin, Paregien Basin Recharge
Expansion

and

Lewis

Creek

Recharge,

totaling $ 3, 976,

3400

including

a

5%

cost share. The contract has

been reviewed and approved. All projects will begin immediately and will have a three- year time period
for completion.

Item 6. LandIQ Update

Manager Fukuda reported that TID has entered into a contract with LandlQ for monthly ET
calculations including a back casting contract that will go back to October of 2020. Manager Hagman
reported that the East Kaweah has been working with LandlQ since last year and the first report was in

May. Statistical challenges have been encountered. June of 2020 was the starting date of solid

information. Manager Osterling reported the GKGSA is on a similar path as TID. Work is currently being
done with LandlQ to find suitable locations for the ground base tule tech devises and willing partners.
Manager Fukuda reported the hiring of a new staff member, James Fischer.
Item 7. USBR Water Market Planning Grant

Manager Fukuda reported on the latest developments of the USBR Water Market Planning Grant. This
grant was awarded to TID from the Bureau of Reclamation. The first step of establishing the committee
has been accomplished. The three GSA' s are represented by an official from all different backgrounds. A

fairly aggressive schedule has been implemented. The development of the water market strategy has
been accelerated with the assistance of Stantec. A schedule has been established with a preliminary
water marketing framework in place by the beginning of the second quarter of 2022. Public workshops

will be held during this process. The three GSA' s lead the effort with TID providing the administrative
services.

Item 8.

Update on RCIS Grant

Manager Hagman provided an update on the RCIS Grant. The East Kaweah GSA is the grant proponent

for the RCIS. The non- regulatory document will be available for landowners or for those seeking
mitigation conservation of a species they are impacting. A public meeting was held on the July 21, 2021.

There are concerns that the CDF& W would come in and make it a regulatory document. The grant
paperwork continues to be submitted in a timely fashion. Comment received from Geoff Vanden

Heuvel. Discussion ensued. Manager Hagman gave an update on Prop 68 Implementation Grant,
reporting there are three projects, with East Kaweah as the grant proponent. The programs are SkyTem,

Monitoring Well Videoing and a study of meters and telemetry response units from the meters.
Leslie Caviglia joined the meeting at this time.
Item 9.

San Joaquin Collaborative Action Plan

Manager Fukuda provided an update on the San Joaquin Collaborative Action Plan. A draft Problem

Statement has been completed, keeping the focus on " all" sectors of the Central Valley, and agreeing
that demand and supply side solutions need to be sought. An aggressive timeline has been established
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with Problem Statement and Solutions to be identified by Fall 2021. Workgroups have been established
to accomplish

the tasks necessary

to get the plan complete.

Item 10. Projects/ Management Actions Updates and Future Grant Rounds

The Mid Kaweah GSA Projects and Management

Actions are being turned into a dynamic list and a

process is being developed where individuals or agencies within the Mid Kaweah can propose projects

to then be considered by Mid Kaweah GSA board.
The Greater Kaweah GSA implemented an open call for projects several years ago. A project information

form is open to all Stakeholders available from the GKGSA website. A schedule has been approved by
the board for the coming round of implementation funding.
East Kaweah GSA has two Project and Management Actions they are considering for the implementation
grant. They are working with the City of Lindsay on a basin recharge facility, and a Lewis Creek Turnout
project, where the creek bed will be used as recharge facility. There is also a project with Lindmore

Irrigation with property they have purchased where the ground will be used for recharge space.
Matt Klinchuch

of Provost and Pritchard gave an update on several grants that will be available within

the coming year.

Item 11. Numeric Model, Water Budget and Water Accounting Framework
Montgomery and Associates gave a presentation on the Groundwater Model and its findings. The
presentation is attached hereto and incorporated by reference. Improvements are needed to increase
confidence in modeled water budgets. The overall findings were that the modeling was adequate for
GSP development and GSP water budgets can be used for near- term groundwater management, and

that Montgomery believes a numerical model is the best tool for development of a water budget. Next
steps and recommendations were discussed, and a summary of results will be put into a technical
memorandum

and submitted to the GSA' s. Questions were received and discussion ensued.

Item 12. County Policies and Permitting Coordination
Manager Osterling reported meetings have been held with Tulare County on the permitting process and
well completion reports and how that process can become more efficient moving forward. A look at
Tulare County' s new data management system was provided. Kings County coordination is moving at a
slower pace but they are making progress on developing an online system to host well permit
applications.

Item 13. Annual Report, and DWR Review of GSP' s
Manager Fukuda reported that the 2020 Annual Report has been submitted and that the GSP review will

most likely be towards the end of the year. Manager Osterling added that the managers have been
working with technical consultants to anticipate the response from DWR to get a head start.
Item 14. Other GSA Updates
a.

Mid Kaweah Groundwater

Sustainability

Agency

Manager Fukuda introduced James Fischer and reported the Mid- Kaweah has signed a

Management Agreement with Tulare Irrigation District to oversee the GSA in- lieu of hiring a
GM. Mid- Kaweah has been working on data gaps, evaluating their representative
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monitoring well network, and moving towards dedicated monitoring wells. The are also

working with Waukena School District on a monitoring well to be added to the network.
Lastly, the GSA has begun working on a groundwater
b.

East Kaweah Groundwater

Sustainability

allocation

program.

Agency

Manager Mike Hagman reported that the East Kaweah is fully funded to develop their
monitoring network, with focus on drilling seven new monitoring wells. They continue to
work with Land IQ on ET analysis and are refining that data. Like Mid, East too is moving

forward on developing a groundwater allocation policy.
c.

Greater Kaweah

Groundwater

Sustainability

Manager Eric Osterling commented

Agency

on the continued coordination

between the three

GSA' s, with the priority being allocation, having confidence in certain numbers and to make
sure not to create an allocation strategy that is completely different between the three
GSA' s.

Item 15. Next Meeting
The next regular meeting date was scheduled for October.
Item 16. Adjournment

There being no further business to come before the Committee, the meeting was
adjourned.

I
Respectfully Submitted,

Eric Osterling, Interim Secretary
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